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1 BACKGROUND

The driver s possibility of discovering an obstacle illuminated

by his/her own vehicle's headlights depends among other things

on the experienced contrast between the obstacle and its back-

ground. During night time traffic the dipped headlights of the

opposing vehicle introduce a dazzling that causes a sight reduc

tion because of scattering of light in the lens and chambers in

the eye. The scattering of light and thereby the dazzling is in

general larger for old than for young drivers. The dazzling re

duces the contrast between a potential obstacle on the road and

its background which in turn reduces the possibilities of dis-

covering the obstacle.

In the same way an illuminated windscreen of a car can be

thought of as a source of scattered light which also causes a

contrast reduction [1] [2]. The amount of this reduction is

expected to depend on the condition of the windscreen. A wind-

screen with small grooves and craters and dirt probably causes a

larger contrast reduction than a new clean one.

The purpose of this study is to compare the scattering of light

in the eye with that from car windscreens.

The questions we intend to answer are:

Is the amount of scattered light from an illuminated windscreen

comparable to the light scattering in the eye itself?

Can the condition of the windscreen be of critical importance

for the driver's possibilities of discovering an obstacle?



2 DEFINITIONS

The luminance contrast between a target and its background is an

important quantity when discussing the possibilities of

discovering a target. The luminance contrast is defined as [3]:

L0 - L

Lb
C = b

 

where

C is the contrast between the target and its background.

L0 is the luminance of the target in cd/m2

Lb is the luminance of the background in cd/m2

A dazzling source causes a so-called veiling luminance L5 in the eye.

LS is added to the background luminance Lb and reduces the contrast

as:

Lo _ Lb
Lb + LS

From the formula it is evident that if the dazzling and thereby

L8 is increased the contrast is reduced and the probability that

the driver discovers the obstacle is also reduced. There are

good reasons to assume that a windscreen works in a similar way

[2]. When the windscreen is illuminated by the headlights of an

opposing car at night the windscreen scatters light, which

creates a veiling luminance in the windscreen and causes a con

trast reduction. This luminance is called the windscreen lumin

ance, L .
v

A good approximation of the contrast at the retina in this case

is:

L L
o b

Lb + LS + LV

If LV<<LS the influence from the windscreen on the contrast C is

 

C:

very small and can be neglected. If on the other hand LV from a

worn windscreen is of the same order or larger than LS the wind

screen causes a contribution to the contrast reduction that can

not be neglected. The windscreen should in this case cause a

reduced probability for discovering an obstacle.



3 EXPERIMENT SET UP

The driver s situation of illumination at night-time traffic

without stationary illumination but with an opposing car has

been simulated in a laboratory set up. The headlights of the own

and opposing cars are simulated by projectors and the driver's

eyes have been simulated by a Pritchard photometer. A target

consisting of a screen with a dark and a light field is located

10 m in front of the photometer. A windscreen was located bet

ween the photometer and the target.

The experiment set up is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 The experiment set up

Note that no direct light reached the photometer. The purpose is

to eliminate measurement errors caused by straylight in the

photometer.
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The reduction in contrast between the dark and the light fields

on the target was used to calculate the veiling luminance in the

windscreens. The independent variables were:

The condition of the windscreen:

O: optimal, no windscreen

1: new clean windscreen

2: worn washed windscreen

3: very worn washed windscreen

- The angle between the dazzling light source and the direction

of observation, v:

1°, 2°, 3°, 4°, 5°,10°, and 15°.

This means that the total number of combinations of angles and

windscreens were 4*7=28.

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this study was to compare

the contrast reduction at dazzling caused by the windscreen with

that caused by the eye itself. The veiling luminance caused by

the eye cannot be measured directly, but can be calculated by

formulas derived from a great number of empirical data. We have

chosen the mostly used formula, namely that of Holladay and

Stiles [4]:

L = 10*E
s 2

v

 

where:

is the veiling luminance in cd/m2

is the illumination from the dazzling source in lux

V is the dazzling angle i.e. angle between the direc

tion of observation and the dazzling source in

degrees.

This formula is approximately valid for a normal young eye.

The illumination at the windscreen E was also measured in order

to calculate LS.



 

4 RESULTS

The basic measurements are the luminances of the light and dark

fields for different values of the angle v and for different

windscreens. These measured values are presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Luminance of the light and dark fields of the target
as measured through four windscreens at different
dazzling angles v. Lo=dashed line, Lb=solid line.

The measured contrast between the dark and light field of the

target for seven different dazzling angles, v and for four

different windscreens are given in Table 1. It is assumed that

the dark field is the background since the normal case in

vehicle illumination is that the luminance from the target is

  

 

larger than that of the background (normally the road).
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Since the veiling luminance of windscreen number 0 (no wind

screen) LV(O) is zero it is possible to calculate LV for the

others by means of the measured values on the contrast C. If we

define the contrast of windscreen j as C(j), the veiling lumin

ance of windscreen j as LV(j), and the luminance of the light

and dark fields of the target as L0(j) and Lb(j) we get:

 

L0(O) Lb(0)

0) = Lb(0) + LV(O) (1)

L (O) L (O)

c<j> = 0 b (2)

 

Lb<o> + Lv<j>

Note that LO(O) and Lb(0) in equations (1) and (2) are measured

without a windscreen. C(1) is for instance lower than C(O)

because LV(O) is zero and Lv(1) is larger than zero. Assuming

that LV(O)=O and that LO(O) and Lb(0) are known we obtain:

LO(O) Lb(0)

C(j)

 

LV(J) = - Lb<0> (3)

Thus the windscreen luminances for the different windscreens can

be calculated from the measurements of the contrast. The results

are shown in table 1.

It is also possible to calculate the corresponding veiling

luminances caused by light scattering in the eye, LS for

different dazzling angles v by means of the measured value of

the dazzling luminance E and Holladay s and Stiles formula.

These results are also shown in Table 1.



 

  

Table 1 Contrast, veiling luminance of four windscreens, and
of the eye as a function of dazzling angle

Dazzling Contrast C through Veiling luminance (Lv) Veiling lumin
angle v windscreen of windscreen ance of the

No. No. eye (Ls)
0 1 2 0 1 2 3

1° 13.9 2.48 0.16 0.04 0.00 7.61 168 583 1015
2° 15.8 3.74 1.00 0.17 0.00 4.59 25.8 132 254
3° 16.4 5.97 1.71 0.37 0.00 2.37 14.6 59.4 113
4° 16.4 7.59 2.94 0.64 0.00 1.57 7.67 33.3 63.4
5° 16.4 9.23 4.08 0.89 0.00 1.05 5.05 23.7 40.6

10° 16.4 12.9 9.63 4.02 0.00 0.37 1.21 4.17 10.2
15° 16.5 14.3 12.8 7.05 0.00 0.19 0.52 1.79 4.51

  

  

The contrast through windscreen 0 (no windscreen) should be con

stant.

mainly

The

caused by dust particles in the air which scatter light

fact that it is not, depends on measurement errors,

at small dazzling angles (see also Fig. 2 lower curve).

The contrast between the light and dark fields is shown as a

function of the dazzling angle v in Fig. 3.

The reliability of the contrast measurements when measuring in

the same region of the windscreen has been checked in a separate

measurement

Primarily,

used has

series.

this

It was found to be as high as 0.9998.

shows that the rather simple experiment set up

fulfilled the requirements needed for calibration and

angle setting.

In another measurement series the contrast was measured at 5°

dazzling angle in 5 regions of the windscreens 2 and 3. This was

done

trast

The

in

when

mean

order to find out if there are variations in the con

measuring different regions of the same windscreen.

value of the contrast and the 95% confidence interval

were calculated and the results were as follows:

windscreen 2 confidence interval=4.11 _

_ 0.08windscreen 3 confidence interval=0.91

1 .19
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Fig. 3 Contrast between the dark and the white fields for
five different dazzling angles as measured with the
photometer for four windscreens

The measurements are all made in the region where the wipers

have worn the windscreen. As can be seen the variation between

different measured regions is rather large for windscreen 2

while it was considerably less for windscreen 3. This shows that

the variation can be large and that it is necessary to measure

in a number of regions in order to get an accurate judgment of a

windscreen.



5 A FIELD STUDY

Measurements on 245 cars have been made by Pilkington Sékerhets

glas AB in order to estimate how windscreens on Swedish cars are

distributed according to scattering of light. Twenty two of

these 245 cars were excluded because their original windscreens

had been replaced.

The instrument used for these measurements is described by

Timmermann [5], and Timmermann & Gehring [6].

The measurements were made in connection with the annual inspec

tion test of vehicles older than 1 year conducted by the Swedish

Motor Vehicle Inspection Company. The sample of cars chosen for

the measurements should be representative of the population of

cars from the area of the inspection station since almost no

driver refused to participate and since all cars were chosen as

they arrived.

The SLI and SLI values as defined by Timmermann were
mean max

measured [5]. The distribution of the SLImean values is shown in

  

Figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Distribution of SLI values of 223 Swedish cars
I O O 0

measured 1n connectlon w1th the annual inspection
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Comparative measurements were made of windscreen 3 in the

laboratory set up. The SLImean value was 4.5. Figure 4 shows

that about 4% of the tested cars had windscreens of higher

SLImean values.

Since the tested sample of cars is small and does not represent

cars from other parts of Sweden we can regard this figure as a

best guess of the condition of windscreens in the population of

Swedish vehicles.

6 CONCLUSIONS

These introductory measurements on a limited number of wind

screens have shown that the condition of the windscreen is of

importance for the driver s possibility of discovering obstacles

in headlight illumination especially on roads without road

lighting. The field measurements (reported in section 5) have

shown that the worst windshield chosen for the laboratory

measurements can easily be found on cars in traffic.

It was shown that the veiling luminance caused by a worn wind

screen is of the same order as that caused by the eye and that

the two components roughly vary in the same way with the dazzl

ing angle.

The measured contrast reduction can on the other hand not be

evaluated in absolute values since the dazzling illuminance has

not been set at realistic levels. On the other hand relative

comparisons of contrast reductions can be made between wind

screens as well as between windscreens and the human eye.

Figure 2 shows that if the dazzling source is about 1° from the

direction of observation (typical of opposing situations on the

road) the luminance level is considerably increased for both the

light and the dark fields and the contrast is thus considerably

reduced. For larger incidence angles (glare sources beside the

road) this phenomenon is reduced to a large extent.



There

that
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are good reasons to assume that the contrast reduction

occurs because of worn windscreens in realistic circum

stances will influence the driver's possibilities of discovering

obstacles

uction

at

field

the

at night time traffic. The size of this expected red-

of driver visibility in opposing situations between cars

night will be investigated. This will be done by full scale

experiments where the detection distances to obstacles on

road in headlight illumination are measured for windscreens

in good as well as bad conditions.
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